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the upper and middle classes without regard to the nature of the offence which
they may have committed but merely in consideration of their standard of living
Persons admitted to this class would be separated in accordance with the moUe
of life they had previously followed whether western or eastern. Those accustomed
to the latter would be allowed accommodation similar to the others and a di«t of
the same quantity and quality.
The new class might be entitled the First Division, or if the term *spe cial
class prisoner* were abolished and substituted by 'First Divis'on' it would become
Second Division. Ordinary prisoners who fall into neither of these categories
would be 'Third Division' by the trial court. Its decision on the point should be
subject to modification by the appellate and revision courts.
3, It has not been felt necessary to make any detailed recommendations as to
the treatment of this class, as with possible unimportant modifications it
would be the same as that at present accorded to the so-called 'European* class
and would include better clothing than that supplied to ordinary prisoners at
present, simple furniture, cellular accommodation and superior diet.
MISCELLANEOUS
 1.	The Committee is^ of opinion that all prisoners to  whatever class they may
belong, should not be entirely cut off from news  of the outside world and that
those who are literate should be allowed access to some form of newspaper.
 2.	The members also desire to urge,  though they agree that the matter does
not fall within the scope of their enquiry, one general reform in prison diet.   Oil
is rarely, if ever, used by the average  Punjabi for   cooking  purposes ; and the
jail-food, however good in quality it may be, is unpalatable for this reason.   They
are aware that the expense of replacing it with ghee would be heavy, but are of
opinion that financial consideration alone should not be permitted to operate against
the introduction of this reform.
The Assam Jails Enquiry Committee Report
The Assam Jails Enquiry Committee recommended the adoption of the
following general principles to regulate the classification and treatment of
convicted and undertrial prisoners. The report was issued in December 1929.
The report was signed by Messrs. Muhammad Saadulla, Stuart Roffey, G.
Hutcheson, Pyari Motion Das, Brindaban Chandra Cos warm, Mizanur Rahman
and Mahmud AH :—
The jail rules should be so revised that there should be no differentiation
between Europeans as such and others. Differentiation should be based not^ on
race but on the prisoner's previous standard of living. The fundamental principle
should be that the scale of prison comforts prescribed under the ordinary rules
for any class of prisoners should be sufficient for the maintenance of health and
strength but at the same time should avoid any tendency to luxury or involve any
impractkable scale of expenditure.
CONVICTED PRISONERS
Convicted prisoners should be divided into three divisions :—The first division j
siicmld consist of (i) All non-habitual prisoners who by character, social status
education or habit of life have been accustomed 3 to a superior mode of living and
character of whose offences does not include the elements of callousness,
degradation, brutality or personal greed, provided that their offences do not
umder the following categories : (a) serious, premeditated and unprovoked
Ge or serious offences against property ; and (b) abetment of crime of this
character.
skm should consist of Europeans, Eurasians, Indians   of the
•licllife.cl&sses and foreigners of similar status  who have not been
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AM persons convicted of non-violent political offences (i.e., ^which are
any act of actual   physical violence  or direct incitement to

